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CORRESPONDENCE 

This department is provided JOT the publication of informal c01nmuni
cations which are of interest because they are informative or stimulating, 
and for the discu ssion of controvers1:a l matteTS . 

THE PLACE OF HANSEN IN TT-IE HISTORY OF MICROBIAL DISEASE 

'1'0 THE EDITOR: 

In a series of recent contributions to THE JOURNAL the role of 
G. H . A. Hansen as the discoverer of the causative organism of 
human leprosy has been firml y established on the basis of t he work 
publi .'hed by him in 1874 (8. 9. 10). It is also true that he d iscovered 
the first example of the group of microorganisms later to be classified 
as the genus Mycobacterium, since the tubercle bacillus was first seen 
in tissue sect ions four years later by Baumgarten and obtained in 
cultm e by Koch in 1882 (II) ; the other species of this genus were found 
later still. H owever, there seems to be a tendency at present to sug
gest or imply that H ansen 's discovery entitles him to priority of a 
wid er kind in the fi eld of microbial disease. 1'his tendency is exempli
fi ed by the three quotations which follow : 

".\rmauer I-Ian ~en '~ di,;col'er~' of the leprosy bacillus in 1873 i~ recognized as marking an 
epoch. H e made his discovery in the infancy of bacteriology .. ... it was not un t il 1882 that 
the t ubercle bacillus was iden tified .... the typhoid bacillus in 1883, the diph theria bacill us 
and cholera yibrio in 1884, t he tetanus bacillus in 1886, and so on ."(6) 

" '\f . le]J rae i" accepted as the specific cause of leprosy. It was first opinioned b~' Dr. G . 
. \ rmauN Hansen in 1874 ..... \ t that period in history .... the teaching t hat bacteria cause 
dise:1,;e was in its infancy and no disease was kn own to be of bacteri a l origin. "(2) 

" Ha nsen has the d istinction of hav ing distol'ered the first pathoge ni c mi croorganism 
followed 10 ,I'ears later by Koch 's discOI'N,I' of the tubercle bae illus."(5) 

The first two statements quoted above seem to imply very much 
.vhat is categori call y and sweepingl y stated in the t hird , or at the very 
least that H ansen was the first investigator to establish a connection 
between a bacterium and human disease. Quite a brief study of the 
historical sections on the microbiology of disease in the standard 
textbooks by Bulloch (I), Zinsser and Bayne-Jones (I I) and by Dubos 
(4) shows that even the lesser claim cannot be upheld, let alone the 
wider one contained in the third quotation. 

It is quite clear that priority in the identification of specifi c 
microorganisms as the cause of disease in man and lower an imals lies 
with the mycologist s. The first pathogenic microbe to be described 
was a fungus, sbown by Agostino Bassi between 1835 and 1837 (4 . II) 
to be the cause of a disease of silkworms ("muscardine" or "mal del 
segno"), and later named Botrytis bassiana in his honor. Bassi, 
among others at that t ime, predicted t hat microscopic organi 'ms 
would be found to cause human disease. In 1839 the fungal cause of 
the human skin disease favus was di . covered by Schoenl ein , and t he 
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causative agent, now known as Trichophyton sclwenlein-ii, was used 
by Remak in 1840 to reproduce the disease (3). Other fungal infections 
of man were identified at about the same time. 

In the field of bacterial causation of disease the most important 
investigations from the point of view of medical microbiology were 
undoubtedly those concerned with anthrax, since the early findings 
in this disease, which affects both man and lower animals, led to the 
later investigations of Pasteur and Koch ; their work provided the 
first extensive study of the etiologic and immunologic relationships of 
a bacterium isolated in pure culture. The microscopic rods of Bacillus 
anthracis were seen in the blood of infected animals by Pollender in 
1849 '(reported in publication in 1855) , by Rayer and Davaine in 
1850 (I), and by Brauell in 1857 (11). In a series of reports between 
1863 and 1868 Davaine, stimulated by Pasteur, demonstrated the 
experimental transmission of anthrax with infected blood and sug
gested that the rods it contained were the cause of the disease. Koch 
isolated the bacillus in pure culture in 1877 and established the in
fectivity of the 1'n vitro isolate. 

Finally, it might be claimed that Hansen was the first worker to 
find in material from a human source the bacterium causing a human 
disease. However, even in this respect the priority lies elsewhere. 
In 1857 and 1858 Brauel] (I) found anthrax bacilli in the blood of a 
human case of anthrax, and transmitted the dis~ase to sheep. 
Furthermore between 1868 and 1873 Obermeier observed the spiral 
organisms later designated Borrelia recurrentis (or obermeieri) in the 
blood of a patient with relapsing fever and reproduced the disease in 
man by the injection of infected blood (1.7. II). 

Although the discussion of scientific priorities is usually sterile 
and invidious, it seems wrong that incorrect statements or implica
tions of the kind quoted above should go unchallenged, since they deny 
credit to those to whom it is justly due. The name of Hansen can 
rightly be honored af> that of the discoverer of the leprosy bacillus; 
adulation above and beyond this is inappropriate, however, parti
cularly since Hansen 's own attitude to his discovery was a properly 
cautious one (10) . He worked in times which were indeed epochmak
ing for microbiology, but the chief protagonists of the period were 
Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch, with their respective schools of 
Paris and Berlin. If the memory of anyone is deserving of more honor 
that has been awarded hitherto, it is perhaps that of the little-known 
Agostino. Bassi, truly the first discoverer of a pathogenic mi
croorgamsm. 

Dept. of Microbiology G. R. F. HILSON, lV1. D., lVr. C. PATH 

St. George's H ospital M edical School 
University of London 
London, S. W. 1, England 
June 23, 1965 
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REQUEST FOR WORLD LIST OF LEPROSARIA . 

To THE EDITOR: 

From time to time, The Star receives requests from interested 
readers, professional persons and laymen alike, for a listing of lepro
saria throughout the world. Such a request can not be answered . 
We do possess a listing compiled by the American Geographical 
Society of New York in 1952, but have no way of knowing how com
plete this listing is. Moreover, the past thirteen years have seen many 
new Hansen 's disease centers created and a number of HD hospitals 
and clinics closed or moved to other locations. 

We have contacted every available agency connected with 
Hansen's disease work, discovering that a complete list of leprosaria 
does not exist. So we are now determined to compile such a list. 
In order to accomplish this end \ve ask supervisors in every HD center 
in existence to write and tell us of their institution. We ask mis
sionary societies to send us locations of their HD installations. We 
ask government information agencies to send us what information 
they have on leprosaria in their countries. We ask anyone "vho has 




